DIRECTIONS FROM CAPE TOWN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT VIA N2 AND M3
From Airport grounds, follow signs indicating N2 Highway and Cape Town / Kaapstad. Travel along N2
highway following N2 City signage. Please do not take the first M3 Turnoff that will take you to the
South. Keep driving till closer to the City/Stad, where the two lanes of traffic pass under a bridge,
curving strongly to the right and then joins with two other lanes from the left. Move over onto one of
the two lanes on the left to position for the next turn-off. The sign you must follow indicates: M3 DE
WAAL DRIVE-CABLE WAY-CAPE TOWN SOUTH. This road winds along the foothills of Devil’ Peak and
Table Mountain. When you get to the built up area (60 speed limit), once you pass under a pedestrian
bridge, take the M62 CAMP BAY -CABLE WAY- MILL STREET turn-off to the left (slip road just before
next bridge) . Just follow the CABLE WAY- CAMPS BAY signs until you reach the T-junction with
BUITENGRACHT , on a steep incline. Turn left, again following the M62 CABLE WAY & CAMPS BAY
signage from here onwards, which will take you along Buitengracht Road, which later becomes Kloof
Nek Road. You will be travelling towards the highest cross-over point between Table Mountain (on the
left) and Lions Head Mountain (on the right).
When you get to the cross-over point, with the intersection for the Cable Way Station (left) and Lions
Head (right), proceed to travel straight ahead and start descending down CAMPS BAY DRIVE on the
Atlantic Seaboard side.
Start counting the roads on the left. (1st – Prima; 2nd – Ravensteyn; 3rd – Fiskaal ; 4th - Rontree). Turn
left into RONTREE AVENUE (SHELL Filling Station on the corner is your landmark). This road will start
winding up the mountain. (Do not take a little off-shoot on right called Rontree Lane). Just follow the
road as it makes two long U-bends. The road becomes OUDEKRAAL, then HOOPOE, then at the top
you will join onto THERESA AVENUE (large white house named “Carpe Diem”, with black slate, right
in front of you, as landmark).
Turn RIGHT into THERESA AVE and look for no. 77 on the left. (NOT 77 B) – the facebrick house set
back from the road up the pan handle. Parking options: We have parking available on our parking deck
or just park in the street. The choice is yours. Should you be a competent driver, you are welcome to
park on the parking deck. The driveway is a little steep, so the trick to negotiate the drive is to: switch
off your airconditioner, use first gear and take a running start from the opposite side of the road. The
driveway takes a little curve to the left, then right and another sharp one to the right, just in front of the
garages. Park at the top in front of the main entrance on our parking deck area. Parking is marked by
down-lighters on the wall. GPS S33 58.126 E18 22.875 (It may come up as Postern Road)
This is the part where you get out of your car and take it all in – the views are absolutely fantastic from
this vantage point and will make the drive totally worth your while. You will not be disappointed!
Please travel safely. We look forward to meeting you.
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